
Pre- and Post-workshop Questionnaires for Inference Workshop #2 

 

Pre-workshop Questionnaire – Inference and Scientific Methodology Workshop (ISMW) 
 

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire before the workshop. It should only take a couple of 

minutes. Please click the arrow to proceed. 

1. What are your initials, including middle names? (This information will only be used to match your data across 

the two questionnaires, then it will be deleted) 

a. (Free text response) 

2. What is your career stage? 

a. Master’s by Research 

b. PhD Year 1 

c. PhD Year 2 

d. PhD Year 3 

e. PhD Year 4 

f. PhD Year 5 

g. Pathway 1 staff 

h. Pathway 2 staff 

i. Pathway 3 staff 

j. Other (Please specify) 

3. If you have a PhD, what year did you get it? (Please leave this blank if you do not have a PhD) 

a. (Free text response) 

4. Which school or department are you based in?  

a. (Free text response) 

5. What is your research area? (e.g., Biological Psychology and nutrition) 

a. (Free text response) 

6. What education (if any) have you had in Philosophy of Science? (please specify any classes, seminars, book 

titles, etc.) 

a. (Free text response) 

7. (In a few sentences) What motivated you to attend this workshop? 

a. (Free text response) 

8. On this page there are 5 statements. Please rate your agreement with each statement on the 1-7 scale (ranging 

from strongly disagree to strongly agree) 

a. I have a good understanding of scientific method. 

b. I have a good understanding of my overarching research process, and how the steps within it are 

connected.  

c. I have a good understanding of how inferences are made in science. 

d. I have a good understanding of the inferences I make in my research. 

e. I could explain what the three types of inference are to another scientist. 

Thank you for taking the time to complete our questionnaire, we look forward to seeing you at the workshop! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Post-workshop Questionnaire – Inference and Scientific Methodology Workshop (ISMW) 
 

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire. That means you've finished the workshop - we hope you 

enjoyed it! 

Your responses here are really important in helping us to understand whether the workshop is beneficial and how 

best to improve it. Please be as detailed as you can in the additional comments boxes! 

This questionnaire shouldn’t take more than 15 minutes. 

Please click the arrow to proceed. 

1. What are your initials, including middle names? (This information will only be used to match your data with 

the pre-workshop questionnaire you completed, then it will be deleted)  

a. (Free text response) 

2. Please rate your agreement with each statement on the 1-7 scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly 

agree). Please use the two text boxes to provide additional information.  

a. I have a good understanding of scientific method. 

b. I have a good understanding of my overarching research process, and how the steps within it are 

connected. 

c. This workshop has helped me to gain a clearer picture of my overarching research process. 

i. (Free text response) If the workshop has helped you to gain a clearer picture of your 

overarching research process, please state how. If the workshop hasn’t helped, please 

elaborate on why that might be.    

d. I have a good understanding of how inferences are made in science. 

e. I have a good understanding of the inferences I make in my research. 

f. I could explain what the three types of inference are to another scientist. 

g. This workshop has improved my understanding of inference. 

i. (Free text response) If your understanding of inference has improved, please state what has 

changed and how the workshop helped. If your understanding hasn’t improved, please 

suggest what we might have done better. 

3. What were the main things you will take away from this session? (i.e., what were the most important things 

you discussed / learned?) 

a. (Free text response) 

4. Do you think you will change any of your future research practices in light of the session? If so, how? 

a. (Free text response)  

5. Would you recommend the workshop to a friend or colleague? If so, who and why? If not, why not? 

a. (Free text response) 

This section covers specific aspects of the workshop. As before, please use the scales provided.  

Please also use the text boxes to provide additional information which could help us to understand your responses 

and improve the workshop.  

(Note, the scales are all 1-7 strongly disagree – strongly agree unless specified otherwise) 

Workshop content 

6. The workshop content was engaging.  

7. The workshop content was clear. 

8. Drawing the methodological schematic helped me to visualise my research process. 

9. It was helpful to discuss my methodological schematic with someone else at the session. 

10. The running example about H. Pylori bacteria and stomach ulcers was helpful. 

11. It was helpful to consider how I use each type of inference in my research. 

12. It was helpful to consider ways in which we can improve our inferences. 

13. The free discussion at the end was a useful opportunity to discuss remaining thoughts and ideas. 



14. Please use this text box to explain any of your answers and/or tell us how these activities could have been 

better.  

a. (Free text response) 

Workshop format 

15. Everybody in my group was engaged. 

16. The group sizes were appropriate to the activities. 

17. The opportunities to pause and reflect were beneficial. 

18. I would have preferred it if the workshop had been on the same day (split into morning and afternoon 

sessions).  

19. My preference for the workshop would be: 

a. Online 

b. In person 

c. No preference 

20. Session 1 was:  

a. Much too short, too short, a bit too short, just right, a bit too long, too long, much too long 

21. The pace of Session 1 was:  

a. Much too slow, too slow, a bit too slow, just right, a bit too fast, too fast, much too fast. 

22. Session 2 was:  

a. Much too short, too short, a bit too short, just right, a bit too long, too long, much too long 

23. The pace of Session 2 was:  

a. Much too slow, too slow, a bit too slow, just right, a bit too fast, too fast, much too fast. 

24. Please use this text box to explain in more depth any of your answers and/or tell us how these things could 

have been better.  

a. (Free text response) 

Thank you for your thoughts and time so far. We have three final text boxes for you to express any additional 

thoughts about things you liked or disliked.  

25. Please write about anything you haven’t yet mentioned that you liked about the workshop 

26. Please write about anything you haven’t yet mentioned that you did not like about the workshop. 

27. Please use this space to write about any final thoughts.  

 

Thank you so much for sharing your thoughts on our workshop! 

We really appreciate your participation. We hope you enjoyed it and found it useful! 

Please be in touch with Robbie at robbie.clark.2018@bristol.ac.uk with anything you would like to discuss. 


